
Recreating History 

Oak Ridge, TN 
  

  It’s my pleasure to host another Creedmoor 150 match 

to celebrate the first and oldest International Rifle competition.  

With the previous matches, including this one, leading up to 

2024 – We’ll be adding a classification for the older shooters. 

The original shooters of 1874, were nearly all young men, 

shooting totally unsupported is a challenge, especially for 

someone 70 years or above.  So, this year we’re going to give 

our Senior shooters (those that wish to partake) a separate class 

to allow X-sticks.      

 

   We will continue with unlimited sighters this year and convert 1-shots to start their string of 10 

consecutive shots.  As we did previously, the 2nd time at 1000, on Saturday PM, will be no sighters – 

just 10 shots for score.  This is just getting us prepared for 2024. 

 

I will be hosting these matches in the same manner in which I have hosted previously with both 

ML & BL in our traditional 4 man squad rotation. ML will be pair firing for the 1 hour relay and the 

BL will be paired as well, but each of them will only get 30 min by themselves – totaling the 1 hour 

relay.  Then, well rotate the same as we’ve done for years.    

 

We’ll be shooting 300 & 1000 on Friday, both supported.  Saturday 600 (supported) & 1000 

(unsupported). All relay times will be 1hr min.  10 scored shots at each distance on propotioal square 

Creedmoor targets.   Rules will follow in a separate attachment.  

 

 The cost of the match, including meal will be $95.  There will have a catered dinner again in 

the Oak Ridge clubhouse following Fridays day of shooting – 5PM.  Non-shooters will be $20/head for 

dinner so please let me know so I can plan accordingly.  

 

 As with all my previous matches, this Match is designed to be an enjoyable shoot and as much 

as everyone wants to do their best, sportsmanship is needed in order for it to work successfully.  This 

means that when you are shooting you’ll need the utmost attention from your spotter and pitman to 

assist you - Please bring 2-way radios if you have them and batteries.  

 

 Let me highlight that ORSA is allowing you use their facilities and it shall be treated with such 

respect at all times.  This also means there are NO pit boys/girls (at this time) and we all must be 

willing to spot and pull targets for each other.  I will serve as range officer.  High-power shooters 

primarily use the ORSA range and there are NO provisions for Muzzleloaders. i.e. Loading Tables or 

covered firing line!   ML shooters are expected to bring their own loading table to safely support 

their rifle.  

  

Rick Weber    

Match Director  

902 Thurmer Circle 

Lenoir City, TN  37772 

 

Current enquires can be made to myself at rweber@nmlra.org or ricksweber@gmail.com 
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CREEDMOOR 150 - REGISTRATION: 
 

Oak Ridge TN 

Oak Ridge Sportsman Association 

 

 

Please print this sheet to Register and mail along with the $95 entry fee to: 

+$20/guest for dinner. 

Rick Weber    

Match Director  

902 Thurmer Circle 

Lenoir City, TN  37772 
 

 

Name: 

 

 

Email or contact#: 

 

 

Rifle Type (ML/BL):  

 

 

Rifle Maker and Model: 

 

 

Load Data (this will be published for generations to see):   

 

 

 

Senior Class: please indicate by writing YES - (70 years of age or older):    

 

 


